
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final revision unit one (middle 3) 
Problems 
 
1- Calculate the distance covered by an object moves at regular speed 240 
km/h during2 hours ? 

 
2- Calculate the time needed for body moves at regular speed 50 km/h to 
cover distance of 500km ? 
 
         

3- Calculate the speed of runner who run 300 m in one minute? 
 
4- A car (A) starts movement from rest and then its speed increases to 60 
m/s 
through 5 seconds, while car (B) starts movement from rest and then its 

speed increases to 80 m/s through 10 seconds 
Which car of two cars is moving at greater acceleration?  
Solution 
 
5- two trains moves parallel to each other in the opposite directions . the 

speed of the 1st train =60 km/h      and the speed of 2nd train =90km/h 

calculate the relative speed of 1st observed by the 2nd train 

 

 6-in the opposite figure ,an object starts moving from point (A) then it 
returns to it again through the point (B).(C) and (D). calculate;  
a- Total distance  = 

b- Average speed =                                   Ac- 
Displacement = 

d- velocity = 
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Q(2)complete 

1- the concept of motion is linked to the change of an object's ………. As 
…….. passes 

. 
2- The motion in a ………..line in ……… direction is considered the simplest 
type of motion. 
 
3- The path of a moving object may be ………. , ……..or combination of 

each. 
 
5- The result of multiplying a speed of a moving object by time =……… 
 
6- Speed measurement units are………….. or ……………………… 
 
7- A car covers 80 meters in 4 seconds so, it moves at speed equals …… 
 
8- A train which travels a distance of 360 km with regular speed 120 km/h 
needs…….hours to cover this distance. 

 
9- When an object covers equal ……………………. At unequal periods of 
time so, ti moves with…………….. speed. 
 
10- A car moves with irregular speed , its average speed = 
……………………… / ……………………….. 
 
11- When the average speed of a moving body equals the regular speed , 
the motion is described as ……… motion. 
 
12- Blue car moves on road at speed 80km/h and green car moves in same 
direction at speed 70 km/h so the passenger in green color observe blue 
car move with speed ………… 
13- The measuring of relative speed depends on the ……… 
 
14 – physicists use another mathematical relation like ……… and ……….to 

predict the relation between certain physical quantities. 
 
15 –the (distance –time) graph of an object moves at uniform speed is 
represented by ………. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

16– at regular motion, the distance is ………………….….. proportional with 
………………….………….. 
17 – the (speed-time) graph for motion at uniform speed is represented by 
a ……………….…. Line parallel to the ………… axis. 
 

18 – when the distance is measured by meter and time by seconds 
therefore the measuring 
unit of speed is……, while the measuring unit of acceleration is ………… 
 
19– when the car's speed increases, the movement is described as ….. 
motion ,while when the car's speed decreases the movement is described 
as ………………..……motion 
 
20– Acceleration is the change of object's …….in one ……………… 

 

21– Acceleration (a) = ………………….………/ time ( Δ t) 
 
22 – Acceleration increases if the object's speed …….. by time , while it 
decreases if the object's ………………….…….decreases. 

 
23 – when an object moves with deceleration motion, this means that its 
………Speed is greater than its …………………………… speed. 
 
24 – Uniform acceleration is the change of ……….……….. by equal values 
through …………………..….. periods of time. 
 
25 – the graph for an object moving with regular acceleration is 
represented by…..… on the vertical axis and ……… on the horizontal axis 
 
26- All physical quantities are classified into two types which are ……… 
And …………………. 
 
27- ……………… is the quantity that identifies it and is enough to identify 
magnitude only. 
 

28- Time is measured in …………., while ……..is measured in kilogram. 
 
29- ……. Is the actual length of object's path form the …… point to the 
end one) 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

30- Velocity is a ………… physical quantity and is measured in …….. 

31- Average velocity = ………………………………. / ……………… 
 
32- The displacement is considered as ……………. Quantity , while density 
is considered…………. physical quantity. 
 
33- ………… is the value of displacement at a unite time and it is a ………… 

 

Q(3)Choose the correct answer: 
1 – distance –time graph for an object moves at uniform speed is a ……… 
A: straight line parallel to time axis.                            B. curved line 
c. straight line passing through the origin point       d. zigzag line. 
 
2 – when an object's speed increases , the movement is described 
as……………… 
A: uniform speed,                     b. decelerating motion.          
C. zero acceleration d- acceleration 
 

3 – the amount of change in speed at a unit time determine ……………… 
A: velocity        b. displacement         c. distance        d. acceleration. 
 
4 – acceleration measurement units are ……………………… 
A:meter /sec      b. meter.sec          c. meter/sec2           d. meter.sec2 
 

5 – a car moves at speed 30 m/sec , then its speed changes to 60 m/sec , 
after three seconds so, the acceleration by which the car moves is 
………………………….. 
A: 10 m/s        b. 10 m/s2             c. 20 m/sec2            d. 30 m/sec 
 
6 – the ratio between final speed and initial speed for an object moves with 
acceleration motion is ……… 
A: more than 1          b. less than one       c. equal 1         d. equal zero. 
 
7- when the final speed of a moving object is less than its initial speed, 

therefore the object motion is described as …………… 
A; uniform speed.                                  B. accelerating motion       
c. decelerating motion                         d. velocity 
 

8-…………… is a physical quantity that is identified by magnitude only. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

a. velocity      b. acceleration           c. speed              d.force. 
 

9– all of the following are scalar quantities except…………………… 
a. length         b. speed.          C-Temperature.      d. weight. 
 

10 - ………………. Is a vector quantity and its measuring unit is meter. 
a. Distance       b. displacement         c. velocity         d. force. 

 
11– when an object moves in a direct straight line in one direction, 
therefor……… 
a. distance > displacement.                         B. distance = displacement. 
c. distance < displacement.                         D. displacement = zero. 
 
12 - …………… is considered from the fastest wild animals. 

a. Wolf               b. lion                c. Cheetah                 d. Elephant 

 
13– the plane which flies against the wind direction ……….. than that which 
flies in the same direction of wind. 
a. consumes more fuel                                b. takes longer time 
c. its speed increases                               d. a and b are correct 

 

Q(4) Give reasons 
1 – the object's speed increases by decreasing time needed to cover 
certain distance? 
 
2 – we say that an object moves with regular speed? 
 
 
3 – a moving car seems to be at rest relative to rider of another moving car 

beside it with same velocity and direction 
 
4– when the driver of a moving car use the break , we describe the car's 
movement as decelerating motion? 
 
5– the body which moves with acceleration can't moves at regular speed? 

 
6 – velocity and force are vector quantities. 
 
7 – distance and area  is a scalar quantity 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

8 – when an object moves, where its start point is the end point, its velocity 
is zero. 
 

Q(5)Write the scientific term: 
1 – the graph for regular motion at uniform speed which is represented by 
a straight line passing through the origin point.  
 
2 – the amount of change in body's speed in a second.  
 
3 – the change of the object's speed by equal values through equal periods 
of time.  
 
4 – the physical quantities that include time , length and mass 
 
5 – the vector quantity which is measured in meter/sec.  

 
6 – the measuring unit of displacement.  
 
7 – the displacement covered in one second  


